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if you are interested in learning how to use vicidial in a way that makes you money rather than doing free calls then you should take a look at our hosted options. vicidial is a hosted system so if you want to make money then this is
the way to go. free trial if you want to try out vicidial then you can take advantage of our free trial. however you must first be an existing customer. if you are not an existing customer and you need support or are interested in

getting a support plan then you should contact us. greetings! the vicidial system is being constantly improved. our team is always trying to make vicidial the best phone system it can be. if you have any feedback about vicidial or
are interested in trying out our free trial then please let us know. please contact us if you have any comments or questions and we will be glad to assist you. about vicidial vicidial is an asterisk based voip application. it has several

advantages over other softphones. it is flexible and can work with both hardwalled and softwalled ip phones. this makes it ideal for entry-level voip deployment. it is also very configurable allowing it to work with any asterisk
configuration. vicidial is compatible with all the softphones which are supported by ami asterisk. the vicidial manager (ami.s) is a replacement for the existing vicidial manager (capi). the two work in the same way but with slight

differences. the vicidial manager (capi) is currently supported on linux, windows and mac osx. vicidial manager (ami.s) is currently supported on linux and windows.
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Need help with configuration? The VICIdial Tutorials provide step by step instructions that cover common configuration issues. The tutorials cover aspects of VICIdial such as CDR, Double-Click, Zone Management and Managing the
Scanner. VICIdial User Forum - Have you ever needed some help to configure a device or softphone? Or perhaps your dialer has not been working right for a while? Then you need to visit the VICIdial User Forum for an active

community of technicians, engineers and consultants who provide support for both end and mid-level users. The VICIdial Certification Program - VICIdial is based on the expertise of its community of experts. If you are looking to earn
a certification to show that you know your way around VICIdial as a dialer or remote host, we have a few hundred dollar exam for the VICIdial Certification Program that will give you the proper certification. Need a little help to put
up some wall or plant some new light bulbs? Our VICIdial Consultant Program lets you pay for help in areas that you need. Once qualified, your services are rented out for a few hours or a few days at a time. Our experts are willing

to provide their professional services in custom set rates. Need to get ahold of a hard copy of the manual? We don't offer manual subscriptions, but we do have a list of providers that will print it to you. If you don't see your preferred
provider here, try a Google search. VICIdial Pro - VICIdial is a full feature dialer, feature rich, feature packed softphone with unmatched user-friendliness. VICIdial Pro is designed with the expert in mind. With VICIdial Pro you can

count on a superior dialer, remote host and even hardphone that will put VICIdial Dialer / Advanced / Remote Host / Remotesoft in the limelight. 5ec8ef588b
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